Abstract. Despite all of the publicity surrounding the Pentium bug of 1994, the mathematical details of the bug are poorly understood. We discuss these details and supply a new proof of the Coe-Tang result that the at-risk divisors have six consecutive ones in positions 5 through 10. Also, we prove that the worst-case absolute error for arguments in [1, 2) is on the order of 1e-5.
We begin with a quick discussion of radix (or base) 4 SRT division and its carrysave implementation. A very nice tutorial on the subject was recently written by Goldberg [9] . We then give a new proof of the Coe-Tang [6] result that it takes six ones to reach a flaw. The first part of the proof begins with a simple analysis of the inequalities that either prevent you or allow you access to an erroneous table entry. The second part of the proof is an arithmetic puzzle not so very different in spirit from the sort found in recreational mathematics, where one must replace letters with digits to make a correct sum, as in this one from a collection by Fixx [8] : We conclude with an explanation of why a defective Pentium was always guaranteed to have an absolute error no bigger than 5e-5. when it divided inputs in the standard interval [1, 2) .
SRT division.
We now present the radix 4 version of the SRT division algorithm. This algorithm computes a radix 4 quotient where the digits are not from the set {0, 1, 2, 3} as might be expected from base 4, but rather from {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}. The extra digit introduces a very useful "slack" into the computation. Binary multiplication by digits 0, ±1, and ±2 also requires simpler hardware than would, say, the digit 3.
Letting p and d denote the numerator and the denominator, we may as well assume that 1 ≤ p, d < 2. The SRT division algorithm may be expressed succinctly in conceptual pseudocode: The determination of q k is performed by looking up a table described in section 4. How the lookup table works on the Pentium is not important yet. The trouble with a defective Pentium is, by accident, that its table contains entries q k , which if accessed would produce p k+1 , which would violate the requirement |p k+1 | ≤ q k ← 0 interval. Overlaps between upper and lower intervals show where either of two choices for q k will work. The q k ← 0 interval, when scaled up by a factor of 4, remains within the interval |p| ≤ 8 3 d; that is why we may run the algorithm ad infinitum. We can therefore find a q k for which
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has absolute value ≤ 8 3 d for every k > 0. Since Equation (3.1) is equivalent to
we may prove by induction that
Letting k → ∞ in Equation (3.2) proves that the SRT algorithm computes the correct quotient.
Notice that because of the overlap regions, the representation of the quotient in terms of the q k is not uniquely determined, but the value of the quotient is, of course, uniquely determined.
There is a popular misconception that the SRT algorithm is capable of correcting "mistakes" by using the redundant set of digits. Though the overlap in the regions may occasionally allow either of two choices for q k , if an invalid q k is chosen the algorithm will never recover.
A consequence of Equation (3.2) is that
Summing the geometric progression with the extreme choices of all q i = +2 or all q i = −2 shows that the requirement |p k | ≤ turns out to be nearly 10d, which is far outside of the range representable by our geometric progression. Consequently, after the Pentium has supplied q k = 0 instead of 2, it cannot recover a correct quotient.
A small observation that we will use later is the following lemma.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the bound p k ≤ 4. Quotient digit selection on the Pentium. The Pentium uses a twodimensional lookup table to obtain q k . One entry is D, the binary number of the form x.yyyy, i.e., the integer multiple of 1/16, which approximates d from below by four bits. Mathematically,
The other entry is P k , which is obtained from the carry-save representation to be explained momentarily. P k is a binary number of the form xxxx.yyy, i.e., an integer multiple of 1/8. It is related to p k by the condition that
but this condition does not define P k given p k ; rather, it merely narrows it down to two choices. The choice that is made will be defined in Equation (4.4) .
The lookup table [6, 13] that computes q k as a function of P k and D appears in The Pentium bug reveals a serious limitation of this approach. There is of course no data that can exercise unreachable code or table entries. Thus if one believes that the five "missing" entries are unreachable, then no attempt will be made to produce a test for this case. Hence missing entries are likely to be overlooked by any fabricated set of test cases.
The operative word in the quotation above is the word believes.
The five bad entries occur for those divisors d for which D has any of the five values 17/16, 20/16, 23/16, 26/16, 29/16. These are the values which allow us a peek at how the Pentium chip is performing division. For the other D values there is no algorithm pathology, so there is no independent way to be sure which digits are selected in the overlap regions. Hence the white boxes in the interior of the lookup table indicate that two possible choices are equally correct. It is worth mentioning that a careless reading of [7] might suggest that the table is sign symmetric. The table is not sign symmetric, and one may speculate that this is one of several errors that contributed to the bug. 
A matlab program to produce table entries follows. Half integers denote that any value is allowed while infinity denotes entries that are not accessed: Figure 4 .1 may be expressed succinctly with thresholds by identifying which of the five intervals P k falls in:
The information expressed in colors in
The thresholds according to [6] are shown in Table 4 .1, where the floor and ceiling symbols round to multiples of 1/8.
It is easy to check that the q chosen in this manner satisfies the constraints of the algorithm specified in section 2. We stress once again that the thresholds given in Table 4 .1 are meant to apply only in the five buggy columns.
4.1. The computation of P k : Carry-save addition. Imagine adding 100 numbers on a calculator. On many calculators after typing x 1 + x 2 the sum is displayed, and then folding in x 3 the new sum is obtained, etc. On computers it is convenient to avoid the carry propagation by leaving the result in so-called "carrysave" format (see [2, pp. 668-669] ). In this format x 1 + x 2 is represented as s 2 + c 2 . When we add in x 3 the result is represented as s 3 + c 3 , etc. The s i and c i are known as the sum and carry words, respectively. The basic idea is that when computing the sum of s 2 + c 2 + x 3 in binary, every column can add up to 0, 1, 2, or 3 so the modulo 2 sum of the result (0 or 1) is stored in the sum word, and the carry bit is stored in the carry word. Here is an example: On the Pentium, p k is represented in the carry-save form c k + s k so that the expression p k+1 = p k −q k d is computed using a carry-save adder. If q k is positive −q k d is represented as the one's complement of q k d. 1 Since forming the two's complement is a two-part process, it is worthwhile simply to complement the bits when forming q k d and delay the injection of the addition of 1 by changing the least significant bit of c k to a one.
In general, p k − q k d is obtained from d by a combination of shifting and/or ones complementing or zeroing. The fact that these are fast operations on a computer explains why the digit set {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2} is so useful. To perform addition correctly, if a one's complement number is used, a 1 is added to the least significant carry bit before shifting. We will see this in the example.
Given that p k = c k + s k , it is natural to define
where C k and S k represent c k and s k , respectively, rounded down to the nearest bit. Since
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i . 
The following example illustrates the division of 1.875 by 1.000 using fewer bits than are actually used in the Pentium. (The actual number of bits used in the Pentium is important (see [12, 
s1 is the sum from above with the two place shift 1111.000 00000000100 c1 is the carry, with shift, and one's complement correction bit −(−1) × 1 = 0001.000 00000000000 S1 = .011 = 3/16, C1 = 1111.000 = −1, P1 = −13/16. 1001.111 11111100000 1000.000 00000100000 no correction bit since no one's complement in previous iteration −2 × 1 = 1101.111 11111111111 0000.000 00011111100 1111.111 11100000100 −0 × 1 = 0000.000 00000000000 1111.111 11111100000 0000.000 00000100000 0000.000 00000000000 1111.111 11100000000 0000.000 00100000000
We have thus computed the representation 1.875 = 2 − 
It is not easy to reach the buggy entry.
We proceed to prove a lemma which states that the buggy entry P Bad can only be reached from the entry below it in the PD table. This entry just below the bad entry plays the role of a foothold. The existence of this foothold is a subtle phenomenon that may not have been readily guessed from general properties of SRT division. I believe that its existence has surprised everybody. Any thought that each table entry is somehow equally likely to be reached is very wrong.
The entries that play an important role in reaching the bug are displayed in Table  5 .1.
The result that we proceed to prove in Lemma 5.1 below is that one can only reach the buggy entry from the foothold. We will also show that it is possible to reach the foothold in four ways: from the top of the q = −2 region, the top of the q = −1 region, the foothold itself, or the entry below the foothold. However, if the foothold is reached from the latter two of the four routes, the buggy entry cannot be reached on the next step. Therefore, there are only two viable routes to reach the bug. It is worth emphasizing that reaching the foothold is necessary for reaching the buggy entry, but not sufficient. It is quite possible to reach the foothold, but not hit the buggy entry on the next step.
We now proceed with our analysis. Directly from the definition of D + given in Equation ( 
where the negative numbers are expressed in two's complement notation.
2 The chopping is a round down process, but D + is akin to a round up, hence the existence of the terms. Therefore, in terms of P k and D + , we have the version of Equation (3.1) that is actually computed on the Pentium:
where R k is determined by a few higher-order bits. Working out the exact value of R k requires careful attention to the algorithmic details. The reader may verify that
where the s i , c i , and d i are the appropriate bits in the sum, carry, and divisor, respectively. 3 The function carry-over(b 1 , b 2 , b 3 ) is 1 if at least two of its arguments are 1. The last correction term of −1/2 and −1/4 is a direct consequence of Equation (5.1).
Taking the maximum value of the parameters, we see that
We assume that D + is a multiple of 3/16; i.e., it corresponds to one of the five flawed table entries. For each value of q k , we may tabulate the largest possible P k+1 that may be reached as a function of the extreme P k by using Equations (5.2) and (5.3). Therefore, the table below is a transition table that shows how high one can reach in the table given the previous value of q k . This is our first glimpse at just how difficult it is to reach the bad entry P Bad .
If P k is at most ↓, then P k+1 is at most ↓ can reach the
The two "less than" inequalities in the table above are a simple consequence of D + > 1. In terms of Figure 4 .1, the above table states that it is impossible to reach the explosion symbol even if you are at the very top of the brown, pink, purple, or blue regions. The only way to reach the explosion symbol is from the green entry immediately below it. Therefore, we denote this entry the foothold.
LEMMA 5.1. The sequence of P 's and corresponding q's that leads to the bad entry is given below: may also be reached from
and Lemma 3.1 guarantees that while the sequence produces twos all future p k will also satisfy p k < P Bad , which precludes reaching the flawed entry, i.e., reaching k with P k = P Bad .
6. The "send-more-money" puzzle for the Pentium. Proof. First assume that m = 1. (We later show in Lemma 6.6 that this is the only possibility.) The table below illustrates the carry-save division calculation that leads to the buggy entry. We devised a subscript notation to facilitate the reader in following the progression of fill-in. Our five main threads of argument are denoted by α, β, γ, δ, and . If you fill in the digits of our "send-more-money" in the following sequence, you will fill in the numbers in order:
Only five observations are needed for this argument. They are associated with the ♠ symbol, as with α ♠ . Then, in sequence, we let α 1 , α 2 , . . . denote bits we can fill in more or less mechanically based on the carry-save division process. The only ideas used to fill in the mechanical entries are the shifted carry-sum division process and the possible shifting or complementing of the bits in d. Asterisks ( * ) or blank spaces indicate entries whose values are not of interest. Also of no interest are values to the left of the binary point.
Case I: Reaching the bug from -2
Case II: Reaching the bug from -1 We are almost, but not quite, finished. Having all those ones at the q = −2 or q = −1 step allows us to go back yet another step. A quick analysis shows that the line above s j−2 can only be d or 2d and that it too has many ones. We can then guarantee that d 9 and d 10 are also 1. LEMMA 6.6. The value for m in Lemma 5.1 must be 1.
Proof. We proceed with the same sort of send-more-money puzzle. The assumption of more than one q = 2 in sequence yields a contradiction. We encourage readers to try to find the contradiction themselves rather than read the proof to follow. In the diagram below we do not use subscripts for values that we have already obtained from α, β, and γ in the proof of Theorem 6.1. We then continue the numbering convention with ζ. 
7.
At least nine steps to failure. Naively, one might have thought that the bad table entries would be hit uniformly at random. If this had been the case, the bug surely would have been noticed earlier and would have had the potential to cause more significant damage in every instance it went unnoticed.
Even in the worst case of the error, the absolute error in the quotient is roughly 0.00005 = 5e − 5 when dividing two numbers in the interval 1 ≤ x < 2. This is the worst case; the actual errors can be far smaller. Pratt [11] has exhaustively computed all the single precision errors and has found that the quotient 14909255/11009918 has an absolute error that is roughly 5e − 5. (In fact, it is 4.65e − 5.) This may be used to test a Pentium chip. The correct answer is 1.35416585. One must exercise care in testing. Matlab 4.2 will trap and patch the bug. Other programs may simulate division in software or use non-IEEE compliant formulas such as x/y = (1/y)*x. The highest relative error Pratt reported is roughly 6e − 5.
The reason the error is bounded is that, no matter what, the Pentium is guaranteed to compute q 0 through q 7 correctly. This is what we will now prove. The result is a straightforward consequence of the results in the previous section.
In particular, if the bug occurs at step 8, we saw in section 6 that step 6 must have the form shown in the diagram below, which shows the sum, carry, and q k d bits, respectively, starting with bit number 4. Taking into account that all the carry bits are 0 at step 1, it is fairly easy to show (following and up and down "wave" motion) that the bit patterns must fall as in the diagram below. However, since q 1 is positive, it must follow that all of q 2 ,. . . ,q 6 are positive by observing the overlap in the q k d row from one step to the next. However, we know that q 6 < 0, so we have a contradiction. Therefore, the pattern shown below as step 6, which must occur to trigger the bug, cannot appear before the seventh step, and hence the bug appears no earlier than the ninth step.
sophisticated, and perhaps we should think twice before laughing about the error at Intel's expense. In any event, it should be noted that the bug was discovered in 1994, and chips with copyright dates of 1995 or later should be nondefective.
